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Abstract 
Fatigue monitoring is nowadays domain in traffic and transportation (e.g. system for driver's 
sleepness monitoring in cars or in trains). People working in offices are affected by fatigue too, but 
there is no general system that is able to monitor it. The fatigue in offices can cause decreasing work 
productivity or security risks in the industry. This review article compares the advantages and 
disadvantages of approaches used in traffic (e.g. an eye-movement tracking, driver activity) in 
internal environment (in buildings) with focus on people that work in offices with a computer. 
Because of the greater possibility of movement, it can not be enough. People are in offices longer 
than in cars and this causes that they are more affected by the quality of the internal environment. It 
should be useful to include this information in a system for fatigue monitoring. It can result in a 
system that is able to quantify fatigue level from both biological and environment variables. 
Abstrakt 
Sledování únavy člověka je dnes hlavně doménou dopravy (systémy pro sledování řidiče v 
moderních automobilech, systémy pro strojvedoucí, atd.). U lidí pracujících v kancelářích se únava 
prakticky nesleduje, přestože její vliv může mít negativní dopad nejen na kvalitu a produktivitu práce, 
ale v případě osob na velínech v průmyslu také možná bezpečností rizika. Tato rešeršní práce se 
zabývá možnostmi aplikace systémů pro monitoring únavy řidiče automobilu (např. z pohybu očí, 
aktivit při řízení) na osoby pracující v kancelářských prostorách. To se vzhledem k možnostem 
pohybu po kanceláři jeví jako nedostatečné. Protože člověk tráví v kanceláři typicky více času než v 
automobilu, ovlivňuje jej výrazněji vnitřní prostředí budov, které je vhodné do odhadu únavy také 
zahrnout. Výsledkem tak může být systém kvantifikující míru únavy zohledněním jak vnitřního 
prostředí, tak vybraných biologických signálů člověka snímaných na pracovním místě. 
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 1 INTRODUCTION 
The main domain of fatigue, alertness, exhausting or sleepness monitoring is in traffic and 
transportation (modern cars, trains). The most simple anti-sleepness system is in trains – a button that 
a driver has to switch regularly (in Czech it is called “dead man”). In cars, there are more 
sophisticated systems (most of them based on eye tracking) and many patents. [1, 2] 
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 The problem is that sleepness monitoring in a car is more specific than in offices (where 
people work with a computer). A driver has to react fast, but an office user solves creativity tasks. In 
a car, there is a lack of the movement out of the place. On the other hand, in offices, a user is longer 
and is able to move out of the working place. It means that the internal environment affects him 
significantly. Although users' fatigue is not monitored in offices, it can cause: 
1. a greater amount of errors (critical for dispatchers, in medicine, …) 
2. health problems (a headache, backache, ...) 
3. decreasing work productivity and motivation 
4. decreasing life quality 
According to some studies, 92% of people working in offices have experiences with a backache. [3] 
 2 CURRENT STATE IN OFFICES 
 There is not a general system for monitoring or estimating users' fatigue in offices. A 
subjective questionnaire approach is mainly used when researchers want to estimate it (e.g. 
Karolinska sleepiness scale [4]).  
Nowadays, internal environment increases an influence on work productivity: it is because of 
increasing number of open spaces, air conditions and building insulation. Many studies deal with the 
influence of CO2, daylight, noise or temperature on user's fatigue or stress level. [4, 5, 6, 7] 
Sources of fatigue in offices can be divided into two groups: 
a) internal environment: simply measurable (air quality, a concentration of CO2, 
humidity, air flow, dust, volatile organic compounds (VOC), light, noise).  
b) physiology: very subjective and difficult to measure (hunger, thirst, stress, lack of 
sleep, body position).  
There are techniques like working hours regulation, Pomodoro (work and relax changing) or 
work scheduling that tries to deal with users' fatigue. [8] 
 2.1 Goals for fatigue monitoring in offices 
Possible goals for fatigue monitoring in offices are (see scheme in Figure 1): 
1. Prevention – to eliminate influences that cause exhausting 
2. Increasing security – professions where alertness is important (industry, aircraft dispatchers) 
3. Increasing work productivity (interesting mainly for programmers, freelancers, corporate 
companies) 
4. Decreasing health problems 
5. Using in research, building control systems development 
Requirements can be for such a system: 
1. minimal user disturbance 
2. to be able to estimate fatigue even if a user is not at the same place 




Fig. 1: fatigue monitoring in office – main goals. 
 3 AN ANALOGY OF THE MONITORING SYSTEM IN CARS 
We can now discuss an office analogy of systems from traffic (Table 1). “ dead man” is the 
most disturbing and a user can push it quickly automatically, so it loose its purpose. Behavior 
tracking seems to be more useful because it can be estimated from user's interaction with a computer. 
Eye tracking can be problematic if a user can move out of a working place, but is it the most simple 
approach because it does not disturb the user and there are many studies about this topic [11, 12]. 
Wearable devices (e.g. smartwatch) can obtain information about a user, but the measurement can be 
affected by his age. 
Tab. 1: A strategies of fatigue/alertness monitoring in cars and their analogy in offices. (compared 





A system in a car An analogy in an office 
“dead man” button + is driver alive? - disturbing 
Behavior 
tracking 
camera + driving style 
+ interaction with devices 
+ working hour 
+ mouse movement 
+ changing of the windows 
+ repeating patterns 
Eyes tracking camera + user sit statically - a user can move out of the 
place 
+ simplicity 
Accelerometer wearable  
device 
- noise from the car + monitor only the user 
+ check walking 
Heart rate wearable  
device 
- affected by age - affected by age 




wired device - affected by weather + more stable environment 
EEG wired device - uncomfortable - uncomfortable 
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 4 CONCLUSIONS 
There are advanced systems in traffic and transportation, but not all of them are suitable for 
offices. The most promising seems to be eye tracking in combination with behavior tracking. 
The question is if this is suitable for more people (e.g. in open spaces or university halls). The 
approach can be to combine biomedical information with a measurement of an inner environment. 
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